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The conference was held on Tuesday 20th September. This document shows the 

questions which the groups at the conference were asked to consider in a break-out 

session, and their combined answers. The remarks in blue have been added by me to 

clarify the background of the questions and so that this document is more 

understandable to Lodge Mentor who did not attend. 

In the keynote address we considered the lost memberships that occurred during the 

masonic year to 31st August 2016 together with the apparent reasons and the lengths of 

those memberships. About half of all lost memberships were categorised as ‘more 

avoidable’ and, of those, about half were of six years or less in length. Nearly a quarter 

of all our lost memberships were of 6 years or shorter. The UGLE Membership Focus 

Group concluded that this is due to two main reasons. First, that we are initiating men 

who are not suited either to a lodge, in particular, or masonry, in general and, second, 

that we are not taking care of good candidates. 

Question: Why do you think so many of the ‘avoidable’ losses 

have such short memberships? 

Answers: 

 We need to really get to know applicants, identifying possible problems at the 

earliest stage prior to the interview. E.g. one candidate was identified as a republican 

& singing, ‘God Save the Queen’ was not likely to sit well. 

 Individuals don’t understand the time commitment – jobs become more demanding 

– LOIs not explained fully – not just 5-6 meetings. 

 Average age of masons coming down, commitments of younger masons with 

families & work are higher. 

 Wife may not accept time commitments of lodges 

 {Insufficient} involvement – including social 

 Work commitment – time constraints 

 Persons not suited to Freemasonry 

 Members encouraged to join other units becoming overloaded 

 Masonry {is} not all about ritual 

 {We should} facilitate an individual’s needs 

 Some will have joined for the wrong reasons – {we and they} did not ask the right 

questions 

 Mentor has not done their job 

 Lack of involvement in LOI 

 Not enough social events outside of the lodge 
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 {We} don’t involve the family {enough} 

 Candidates {are} not fully aware of time / financial commitments 

 {They may have a} fear of progression – {public} speaking / learning {the ritual}. 

Progressing too fast {may be a problem} – {new members may be} pushed / 

“encouraged” {to progress too fast} 

 {New members may be} “encouraged” to join other degrees too soon. 

 Other interests {compete successfully for time, energy and money} 

______________________________________________________ 

During the keynote address the differences between the roles of Lodge Mentor and 

Personal Mentor were clarified. Many Lodges mistakenly believe that the Lodge Mentor 

is the mentor of and for the Lodge. The Lodge Mentor’s responsibility is to appoint 

Personal Mentors for all new members and other members when it is appropriate. 

Ian 

Question: What are the top three things you have to consider 

when selecting a Personal Mentor? 

Answers:  

 Someone who has {good inter}personal skills 

 {A Personal Mentor needs to be} knowledgeable 

 Good listener & communicator 

 Personal compatibility 

 One size doesn’t fit all – every brother is an individual 

 Personal Mentor needs to be knowledgeable 

 {The Personal Mentor} should know the candidate pretty well. To be able to 

understand {the} candidate and sound {him} out for difficulties, {and recognise an} 

early warning sign. 

 {The Personal Mentor} should encourage respect both to and from the Mentee 

 Ascertain good personal qualities of Personal Mentors. Be able to promote masonry 

in general and in particular his own lodge. How good the lodge is and how friendly its 

members are. 

 Initial {Personal} Mentor = Proposer. {It is} important to introduce {an} initiate into 

{the} lodge. 

 {The} experience level of {the} mentee vs {the} experience level of {the Personal} 

Mentor – possible change after 2nd degree. 
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 Relative relationship between {the Personal} Mentor and mentee 

 There is a need to be flexible – be ready to change the Personal Mentor to meet the 

needs of the mentee 

 Personal Mentors should be good at active listening and driven by the mentee’s 

needs 

______________________________________________________ 

Up to now considerable emphasis has rightly been placed on establishing a mentoring 

system. I want to change that emphasis to the establishment and maintenance of a 

mentoring culture. This is not just a matter of semantics – it’s taking our implementation 

of mentoring to the next level. While it is true that we must approach mentoring in a 

systematic way, getting the mechanics and processes right is necessary but insufficient. 

It’s essential that we win the hearts and minds of our Brethren and that a mentoring 

culture prevails. What do I mean by a mentoring culture? Put simply, we will have 

succeeded when all of our members, including Masters, secretaries and past masters, 

expect every initiate to have a formally appointed Personal Mentor and it’s taken for 

granted that the mentoring relationship is an essential part of welcoming a new member 

into the lodge – it’s just the way we do things round here. 

Ian 

Question: What can you do to create a mentoring culture in your 

lodge that will continue when you step down? 

Answers: 

 Utilise the Care Team with the right people on it 

 Use a questionnaire to ascertain members’ expectations 

 {Have a} succession plan and a hand-over period for the next Lodge Mentor 

 {Get} feedback from mentees. Monitor what they want. 

 Look at Personal Mentors 

 Have some{one} shadow {the Lodge Mentor} before he steps down. 

 {Lodge Mentor} report at each meeting and circuate the report 

 {Use the} Care Team to support and grow follow-on Lodge Mentors. 

 Good communication within the Lodge 

 Understanding of what is involved. Personal and Lodge Mentor ? the responsibility of 

all. 

 {Ensure the} active support of the WM, secretary and lodge committee. 
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 Mentoring must remain fun 

 {Develop a} Lodge Plan including a succession plan. I.e. appoint assistant to be 

trained by the principal officer and have a strict timescale for offices rather than do 

‘for ever’. 

 Develop a plan of succession in your lodge i.e. 5 year term of office – 4th year you 

would assist the lodge committee in recommending a successor. 

 Principal and assistant must work in tandem for the 5th year 

 Lodge Mentor’s contact details on summons and the Lodge Mentor’s report as a 

regular agenda item 

 Use the investment ritual for the Lodge Mentor at every installation meeting 

______________________________________________________ 

My role is to help you to be an effective and successful Lodge Mentor. I have my own 

ideas about how to do that, of course, but I’ll also listen to what you tell me you need 

and what you want. 

Ian 

Question: What can the Province do to help you as a Lodge 

Mentor? 

Answers: 

 Continuing level of current support 

 Keep running Mentor sessions – networking 

 Carry on good work – develop and inform 

 Provide a workshop for wardens about to be appointed 


